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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Stocks were somewhat mixed yesterday however the main indices in
Europe and the US were positive. EuroStoxx and DAX have undone yesterday's
gains on Wednesday morning, both down 1.8% on the day. Japan was slightly
lower overnight.
For currencies: The US Dollar lost some ground yesterday during the general
risk-on sentiment which markets experienced following their long weekend
break. EUR/USD continues to trade in fair value between 1.09 - 1.10 for the
time being, while the British Pound is sitting just above $1.25 this morning. 
For safe-havens: Gold futures are pulling back slightly today after yet another
positive session on Tuesday. Gold has traded above $1,700 for all of this week
so far. US Treasuries have been rangebound for the past 3 weeks, with 10 year
yields trading mostly between 0.6% - 0.8%. 
Looking ahead: This afternoon we will see the Retail Sales figures from the US,
followed by an interest rate decision by the Bank of Canada at 15:00 Irish time.
Tomorrow we will get the weekly US Unemployment Claims reading and in the
early hours of Friday morning China will release  their highly anticipated Q1
GDP result.

President Donald Trump has ordered the suspension of the United
States' funding to the World Health Organization after accusing the
UN agency of "severely mismanaging" the current pandemic that we
find ourselves in. 
All of the US' payments to the health body are now halted while a
review of the organization's handling of this pandemic is carried out
by Trump's team.
"American taxpayers provide between $400m and $500m per year
to the WHO, in contrast China contributes roughly $40m a year, even
less" the President stated yesterday, "As the organization's leading
sponsor, the United States has a duty to insist on full accountability".
This decision has been a cause of controversy in the States, with
many Democratic leaders implying that Trump is simply attempting
to distract voters from his own mistakes in dealing with the virus.

Trump Halts WHO Funding

Smurfit Kappa
Paper and packaging corporation Smurfit Kappa has announced
plans to remove what was previously set to be a €193 million
dividend package for investors, amid this COVID-19 pandemic. 
Despite this disappointing move, the group reported a strong first
quarter, with revenues coming in at almost €2.2b and an EBITDA of
€380m. The group has liquidity of over €1.5b and its average debt
maturities are over five years with no maturities before 2024.
"During these uncertain times, we have a heightened focus on cost
reduction while maintaining our market-leading innovation and
sustainability offering" said CEO Tony Smurfit, "While the full extent
and effect of the macro and economic risks brought on by COVID-19
are unclear, SKG remains very well positioned both financially and
operationally."

Johnson & Johnson
JNJ stock was up nearly 4.5% yesterday vs the S&P 500's gains of just
3%, after being one of the first big American names to release Q1
earnings results and kick off this earnings season.
Shares of the US medical and pharmaceuticals giant are now down
just 5.5% from their February highs and have bounced over 33%
from March lows, closing at $146 last night in New York.
Excluding unusual and extraordinary items, earnings per share for
Q1 came in at $2.30 vs consensus expectations of circa $2.06, while
the group's quarterly sales rose y-o-y by 3.3% to $20.7b. 
Johnson & Johnson were also able to raise dividend payments for
this year by over 6%, from $0.95 to $1.01 per share, further boosting
investor confidence.


